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[1] We have studied the low temperature magnetic properties of one CI and five CM2 chondrites, well char-
acterized in the literature, and of cronstedtite, the Fe end-member of the (Fe,Mg)-serpentine solid solution.
Cronstedtite is highly anisotropic and its relaxation properties below ≈10 K suggest a glassy magnetic
behavior. Frustration of the magnetic interactions in octahedral layers would account for the observed mag-
netic freezing, with a possible role of the random distribution of ferric iron in tetrahedral layers. Based on
the comparison between powders and crystals characterized by SCXRD and EMPA, we show that grain
size and substitution of octahedral Fe by Mg induce changes in the position of the low-T magnetic suscep-
tibility peak. A low-T peak is also found in each of the CM2 chondrites, but not in the CI chondrite. It is
interpreted as the signature of Fe-serpentines, which are considered by most authors to have mostly formed
during asteroïdal aqueous alteration events. The low-T magnetic properties of the less altered meteorites
compare well with those of cronstedtite, and the position of the susceptibility peak varies with the published
degree of alteration. By comparing magnetic data on reference cronstedtite, magnetic and published miner-
alogical data on CM2 chondrites, we suggest that the evolution of the low-T magnetic signature of the latter
reflects bulk changes in Fe-serpentines’ chemical composition, rather than only mixing between Fe-rich and
Mg-rich serpentines. This is analogous to previous observations on the changes in Fe incorporation to Mg-
serpentines during progressive serpentinization of abyssal peridotites.
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1. Introduction

[2] Carbonaceous chondrites of the CM and CI
families are pristine samples of the early Solar
System. However, despite their pristine chemical
character, they contain abundant hydrated and
hydroxylated minerals, testifying of an early action
of water that likely occurred on their parent bodies,
as reviewed by Zolensky et al. [2008], with a pos-
sible partial nebular heritage [Metzler et al., 1992;
Lauretta et al., 2000]. Deciphering the conditions
of aqueous alteration is essential for understanding
the formation of small Solar System bodies that
might have significantly contributed to the terres-
trial water budget. Water bearing phases of CM and
CI chondrites are predominated by sheet silicates.
In CM2 chondrites, which form a large group with
evolving mineralogy, although chlorite and smec-
tite have been observed [Zolensky et al., 1993], the
hydroxylated phases are mostly 1:1 phyllosilicates
of the serpentine family, according to TEM
[Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985; Zolensky et al., 1993]
or X-ray diffraction (XRD) [Howard et al., 2009]
analyses. Among these minerals, Fe-rich serpen-
tines close to the Fe end-member cronstedtite
(�Mg, Al) are a major component [e.g., Tomeoka
and Buseck, 1985; Zolensky et al., 1993; Howard
et al., 2009]. These minerals can be found mostly
in the matrix of the CM2 chondrites, where they
are often concentrated in clumps of serpentine-
tochilinite intergrowths (formerly called “Poorly
Characterized Phases” giving rise to their denom-
ination of PCP) [Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985]. The
relative proportion of Mg-rich and Fe-rich serpen-
tines varies among the meteorites, which has been
interpreted by several authors as a marker of vary-
ing degrees of alteration [Browning et al., 1996;
McSween, 1979], with the possible influence of the
initial anhydrous mineralogy [Howard et al., 2009].
The aqueous alteration of CM asteroïdal parent
bodies is in many ways comparable to the ser-
pentinization of ultramafic rocks on Earth (initial
ferromagnesian silicates assemblage, moderate tem-
perature) [Browning et al., 1996] although the initial
chondritic material contains higher amounts of S
and Fe. The partitioning of Fe among secondary
phases in serpentinized peridotites is a good proxy
for the degree of serpentinization [Oufi and Cannat,
2002]. Therefore, the Fe-serpentines mineralogy is

an important proxy for better understanding the
processes that have shaped CM2 parent bodies.

[3] Determining bulk serpentines mineralogy is
made difficult by their complex crystal-chemistry.
Moreover, Electron Microprobe Analyses (EMPA)
of the matrix generally take into account several
phyllosilicate grains and possibly other minerals
such as sulfides because of the small size of the
crystallites, as outlined by Rubin et al. [2007]. The
use of several methods such as magnetism, together
with IR spectroscopy [Beck et al., 2010] or powder
X-Ray Diffraction [Howard et al., 2009] and direct
TEM determination [Zolensky et al., 1993; Lauretta
et al., 2000; Zega and Buseck, 2003] would help
deciphering the bulk mineralogy of serpentines in
CM2 chondrites. Magnetism is an important tool
for studying the iron-rich mineralogy of meteorites
[e.g., Hyman and Rowe, 1986; Thorpe et al., 2002;
Kohout et al., 2007]. Room temperature magnetic
and other physical properties (most notably c, the
magnetic susceptibility and the grain density) have
been used for classifying carbonaceous meteorites
[Rochette et al., 2008]. At room temperature, the
magnetic properties of non-ordinary chondrites are
predominated by the presence of magnetite, Fe,Ni-
alloys and iron sulfides [Rochette et al., 2008].
Iron-rich phyllosilicates are paramagnetic at RT,
but they show various patterns of magnetic order-
ing at low temperature, giving rise to magnetic
susceptibility peaks below 60 K (Tp) [Coey et al.,
1981, 1982, 1989; Rancourt et al., 1994]. Hence,
these phases cannot play any role in planetary field
recording, but their magnetic properties should be
useful for deciphering their mineralogy, which
encloses key information about the conditions of
formation of carbonaceous chondrites. The magnetic
signature of the Fe-serpentines close to the cron-
stedtite end-member needs first to be assessed. In
previous studies of cronstedtite, Coey et al. [1981,
1989] proposed an antiferromagnetic structure, with
identical magnetic and structural cells, that would
be quite different from those usually found in ferrous
layer silicates with antiferromagnetically ordered
sheets (e.g., greenalite [Coey et al., 1981]), due to
the high amounts of ferric iron in tetrahedral sites.
Uncertainties remain, such as the position of the
magnetic susceptibility peak and the possible evo-
lution of the magnetic properties with the crystal-
chemistry of the mineral. In this study of the low-T
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magnetic properties of cronstedtite, we show evi-
dence for a glassy magnetic behavior of the system.
We then apply the observations made on powders
and on structurally and chemically characterized
single-crystals to the interpretation of the low-T
magnetic properties of CM2 chondrites and their
bearing to the degree of alteration of the meteorites.

2. Samples

2.1. Cronstedtite

[4] This mineral is formulated:

ðFe2þ3�xFe
3þ
x ÞðSi2�xFe

3þ
x ÞO5ðOHÞ4:

The parameter x falls into the interval [0.5;≈0.8] in
terrestrial crystals [Kogure et al., 2002]. The struc-
ture of cronstedtite consists in the stacking of sheets
built from a layer of (Fe3+, Si)O4 tetrahedra and a
layer of (Fe2+, Fe3+)O2(OH)4 octahedra. The crystal
growth of terrestrial cronstedtite along the c-axis can
be unusually large for a 1:1 trioctahedral phyllosili-
cate, giving rise to millimeter size single crystals,
which have been used for obtaining oriented mag-
netic measurements. The specimens consist of jet-
black crystals and come from the mineralogical
collections of IMPMC (Paris) and LMV (Clermont-
Ferrand). They were taken from the mines of
Salsigne (France), Kisbanya (also called Herja,
Rumania) and Przibram (Czech Republic). Samples
from the latter two sites were studied previously by
Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction (SCXRD) [Hybler
et al., 2000, 2002], whereas cronstedtite from
Salsigne has not been described so far. For each site,
the various sub-samples, either crystals or powder
made of hand-picked crystals, come from a single,
multicentimeter size sample.

2.2. Chondrites

[5] We studied two fragments of 0.6–7.5 mg of five
CM2 (Cold Bokkeveld, Mighei, Murchison, Mur-
ray and Nogoya) and one CI (Orgueil) chondritic
falls from the Museum National d’Histoire Natur-
elle (MNHN), Paris. The CM2 were chosen for
their varying degree of alteration according to the
study of Browning et al. [1996].

3. Methods

3.1. Electron Microprobe Analysis
of Cronstedtite Samples

[6] For each of the 3 mines samples, EMP analyses
were performed on at least 5 hand picked tabular

crystals including the ones measured by SCXRD
and magnetometry. Crystals were mounted and
measured on (001) cleavage surfaces. We used a
CAMECA SX100 microprobe at CAMPARIS, with
an operating tension of 15 kV, a current intensity of
10 nA and acquisition times of 50 ms. Matrix cor-
rections were performed using the Pouchou and
Pichoir [1985] (PAP) method. The sum of the
oxides wt% obtained (MgO, SiO2, Al2O3, CaO,
MnO and FeO) is consistently lesser than 90%
(Table 1), which can be explained both by the high
hydroxyl content of the minerals and by the fact that
part of the iron is present as Fe3+. A correction was
applied to the data, based on the calculation of the
ferric iron content so that, according to the formula
given in introduction, full occupancy of tetrahedral
sites (number of Fe atoms + number of Si atoms
in tetrahedral site=2) and octahedral sites (total
number of cations=5) are granted, in the respect of
electrical neutrality. Doing so, the number of equa-
tions exceeds the number of unknowns. There is a
<1% difference between the calculated number of
ferric iron in octahedral and tetrahedral positions
(Table 1), in good agreement with the ideal formula.
The recalculated iron oxides composition for each
sample yields total oxides content of ≈87 to 88 wt%.
The water contents evaluated using the structural
formula are equal to ≈9 to 10 wt%. The calculated
totals yield water contents lagging by up to 2–3 wt%
from the theoretical values, at 2s error. We checked
that this lag did not affect the structural formula
determinations of the latter by comparing the cal-
culated totals with ratios of measured oxides. For
instance, we found no correlation (R2 < 0.4) with the
FeO/SiO2 content of individual measurements for
each crystal.

3.2. Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
of Cronstedtite Crystals

[7] SCXRD experiments were carried out on most of
the crystals used for the magnetic measurements, in
order to orient the crystals, check for polytype, degree
of (dis)order, and crystal quality. Unfortunately,
Salsigne crystal 1 was damaged following recovery
after magnetic measurements. Salsigne crystal 2 was
cut into halves along the (001) cleavage plane, and
the one measured by SCXRD is called crystal 2bis
in Figure 1 and Table 2. In Table 1, results from the
two halves of the crystal are not distinguished as
they yield statistically identical results. SCXRD
analyses were conducted at RT using a Bruker AXS
SMART-APEX diffractometer equipped with a CCD
detector (resolution 512 � 512 pixels) and graphite-
monochromatizedMo-Ka radiation (l = 0.71073 Å).
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A0.8mm collimated beam size was used. The Bruker
SMART system of programs was used for prelimi-
nary crystal lattice determination and data collection.
The Bruker program SAINT+ was used for data
reduction, including intensity integration, back-
ground and Lorentz-polarization corrections. Final
unit-cell parameters were obtained by the Bruker
GLOBAL least squares orientation matrix refinement
procedure. The semi-empirical absorption correction
of Blessing [1995], based on the determination of
transmission factors for equivalent reflections, was
applied using the Bruker program SADABS
[Sheldrick, 2004]. Simulated precession images were
calculated along the main crystallographic directions
by the Bruker program APEX2, and confirmed that
all the analyzed crystals belong to the 1T-polytype,
with stacking disorders. Crystal 2 from the Przibram

mine appears to be fractured and constituted by two
main individuals sharing c* and misaligned of ca. 2�
in the ab plane. In this case, intensity integration was
performed by using a box size that is large enough to
include the contributions of both individuals. The
presence of extra-reflections due to the l/2 effect
was also evident in all the crystals. Correction was
applied [Kirschbaum et al., 1997] after testing for
half-wavelength contribution by integrating data
using a supercell with doubled lattice parameters and
obtaining hkl data sets with or without l/2 correc-
tion: intensities of all reflections with at least one
odd index were close to zero when corrected.
Operating conditions and experimental details on
data collections are reported in Table 2.

[8] Structure refinements were carried out in space
group P31m by full-matrix least squares using

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Terrestrial Cronstedtite Samples From EMPA

Salsigne Mine Przibram Mine Kisbanya Mine

Mine Mean Crystal 1
Crystal 2
and 2bis Mine Mean Crystal 1 Crystal 2 Mine Mean Crystal 1

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Mean
wt% S.D.

Measured Oxide Composition
N 8 (105) 21 69 5 (50) 21 20 5 (39) 16
FeO 67.26 1.17 65.88 0.36 66.57 0.62 57.89 1.49 55.72 0.56 57.13 0.55 66.17 1.42 64.16 0.57
MgO 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.03 5.16 0.23 5.22 0.16 5.27 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02
SiO2 17.73 0.69 17.65 0.19 17.72 0.69 21.09 0.54 21.35 0.40 21.89 0.31 18.63 1.19 20.61 0.23
Al2O3 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
CaO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
MnO 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 1.44 0.11 1.28 0.09 1.38 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tot. measured 85.09 1.04 83.59 0.42 84.38 0.76 86.25 0.70 83.60 0.76 85.73 0.49 84.86 1.09 84.85 0.54

Iron Valence Correctionsa

FeO 38.74 0.86 38.45 0.31 38.60 0.44 33.26 0.58 33.27 0.71 34.11 0.41 39.88 1.55 42.29 0.36
Fe2O3 31.72 1.84 30.49 0.42 31.08 0.81 27.38 1.94 24.95 0.81 25.59 0.79 29.21 2.83 24.31 0.76
Tot. calculated 88.26 1.12 86.64 0.43 87.50 0.74 88.36 1.36 86.10 0.77 88.29 0.53 87.79 1.14 87.28 0.59

Salsigne Mine Przibram Mine Kisbanya Mine

Mine Mean Crystal 1
Crystal 2
and 2bis Mine Mean Crystal 1 Crystal 2 Mine Mean Crystal 1

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Number of Cations per Formula Unita

Fe3+ IV 0.81 0.05 0.79 0.01 0.79 0.04 0.66 0.04 0.61 0.02 0.61 0.02 0.74 0.07 0.61 0.02
Fe3+ VI 0.81 0.05 0.79 0.01 0.80 0.04 0.66 0.04 0.61 0.02 0.61 0.02 0.74 0.07 0.62 0.02
Fe2+ VI 2.19 0.04 2.21 0.01 2.20 0.04 1.77 0.04 1.81 0.03 1.81 0.02 2.25 0.07 2.38 0.02
Mg 0.01 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.00 0.49 0.02 0.51 0.02 0.50 0.01 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002
Si 1.20 0.04 1.21 0.01 1.20 0.04 1.34 0.04 1.39 0.02 1.39 0.02 1.26 0.07 1.39 0.02
Mn 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.00 0.001 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.001 0.001 0.02

aCalculated on the basis of full occupancy of tetrahedral and octahedral sites. Mn is assumed to be at valence II. Salsigne: crystal 2 and 2bis,
2 halves of the same crystals yield identical results at 2s and were treated together. S.D.: standard deviation. N: number of measurements; sites
means and standard deviations: calculated from mean oxides composition of each crystal (the first figure is the number of crystals; the total
number of analyses involved is between parentheses).
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SHELXL-97 [Sheldrick, 1998]. Equivalent reflec-
tions were averaged and the resulting internal
agreement factors Rint are reported in Table 2. The
atomic scattering curves were taken from Ibers and
Hamilton [1974]. For all the crystals, all non-
hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.
Structure factors were weighted according to w =
1/[s2(Fo

2) + (AP)2 + BP], where P = (Fo
2 + 2 Fc

2)/3,
and A and B were chosen for every crystal to pro-
duce a flat analysis of variance in terms of Fc

2 as
suggested by the program. An extinction parameter
x was refined to correct the structure factors
according to the equation: Fo = Fc k [1 + 0.001x Fc

2

l3/sin 2q]�1/4 (where k is the overall scale factor).
All parameters were refined simultaneously.
Refinements with scale factors of family and poly-
type reflections constrained to the same value (i.e.,
only one scale factor refined for all reflections)
yield the appearance of ghost peaks in the differ-
ence-Fourier maps and failures in locating hydro-
gen atoms positions. Since precession images show
diffuse streaking affecting the characteristic poly-
type diffractions, the Ďurovič effect [Nespolo and
Ferraris, 2001] was taken into account in the final
cycles of refinements and separate scale factors

were set for the sub-family (h � k = 3n) and for the
characteristic polytype reflections (h � k ≠ 3n).
This reduced sensibly the final R-factors, and made
ghost peaks in the difference-Fourier maps to dis-
appear. The hydrogen positions were then located
in the difference-Fourier map and inserted in the
refinement with isotropic displacement parameters.
Isotropic displacement parameters of H1 atom were
kept fixed at 1.2 times that of their neighbor oxygen
atom for all the crystals. The values of the con-
ventional agreement indices R1 as well as the
goodness of fit S are reported in Table 2. Fractional
coordinates, anisotropic displacement parameters
Uij and refined site occupancies at T1 sites are
reported in Table S1 of the auxiliary material.1

Observed and calculated structure factors are
available from the authors.

3.3. Bulk Magnetometry

[9] Magnetic measurements were mostly per-
formed using Quantum design Magnetic Properties

Figure 1. Calculated precession images of the h0l planes of cronstedtite-1T crystals. Vector c* is set vertically.
(a) Kisbanya, crystal 1; (b) Salsigne, crystal 2bis; (c) Przibram, crystal 1; and (d) Przibram, crystal 2.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011GC003964.
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Measurement System instruments (MPMS) at the
MPBT measurement platform of University Pierre
et Marie Curie. For a few high field measurements
(hysteresis at various T), we used a Vibrating
Sample Magnetometer on a Physical Properties
Measurement System (Groupe d’Etude de la
Matière Condensée, Versailles). For some ac mea-
surements (Kisbanya crystal 1, Przibram crystal 1,
Salsigne crystal 2) and for the study of the decay of
thermorement magnetization, which requires ultra-
low remnant fields, we used the MPMS Evercool of
the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris. Powder
samples of cronstedtite were contained in half a
gel cap, over a length <4 mm. Measurements were
performed either in a Zero Field Cooling (ZFC)
mode, i.e., after cooling the sample from 300 K to
2 K prior to the application of the field, or in a Field
Cooling mode (only for ZFC-FC dc magnetic sus-
ceptibility and viscosity measurements). The tem-
perature was approached using the settle mode with

a tolerance of �0.05 K and temperature stability
<1% at low temperatures. In dc mode, the applied
field (H) was generally set to 10 mT, where a
linear relation links the magnetization (M, Am2/kg)
to the applied field. Susceptibility data (c, m3/kg)
are well modeled between 150 K and 300 K by the
function:

c ¼ c0 þ C= T � qð Þ: ð1Þ

In this modified Curie-Weiss law, C is the Curie
constant, q, the Curie-Weiss temperature and c0 is
the sum of all temperature-independent terms,
estimated by extrapolating c versus 1/T as T → ∞.
The effective moment per Fe ion, meff expressed
in Bohr magneton (mB), is deduced from C, the
Curie constant:

meff ¼ 3:kB:C:Mð Þ= m0:mB
2:NA:nFe=molecule

� �� �1=2
: ð2Þ

Table 2. Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction of Cronstedtite Crystals

Kisbanya Crystal 1 Salsigne Crystal 2bis Przibram Crystal 1 Przibram Crystal 2

Data Collection
Operating conditions 50 kV, 30 mA 50 kV, 25 mA 50 kV, 25 mA 40 kV, 20 mA
Scan mode w w w w
Scan width (�) 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5
No. of goniometer settings 4 4 8 4
No. of frames collected 1440 1440 3600 1440
Exposure time (s/frame) 5 5 5 5
Detector-sample distance (cm) 5 5 10 5
2q max (�) 62.26 61.70 65.70 64.50

Unit Cell Parameters
Space group P31m P31m P31m P31m
a (Å) 5.5078(5) 5.5000(5) 5.4689(6) 5.5012(5)
c (Å) 7.0989(7) 7.0920(6) 7.1172(9) 7.1602(6)
No. reflections for ucp 2510 1935 1283 1590
q � range for ucp (�) 5.73–62.26 5.74–60.96 5.72–65.50 5.69–64.95

Structure Refinement
Reflections measured/unique 2817/441 2515/436 1966/502 3078/516
Average I/s(I) 16.98 22.03 14.53 13.44
Rint

a (%) 3.4 5.3 4.0 4.3
Tmin/Tmax 0.229 0.353 0.413 0.414
R1

b (%) 5.13 3.93 4.00 3.90
Reflections with I > 2sI 441 436 499 513
wR2

b 13.20 11.30 11.46 11.33
GOFc 1.172 1.141 1.132 1.148
BASF factord 0.385 0.370 0.303 0.339
Max, min Dr (e�Å�3) 1.41, �1.24 0.95, �1.38 2.12, �1.63 0.85, �1.17

aRint = S|Fo
2 � <Fo

2>|/S Fo
2.

bR1 = S||Fo| � |Fc||/S|Fo|, calculated on reflections with I > 2sI; wR2 = [S[w(Fo
2 � Fc

2)2]/S[w(Fo
2)2]]1/2. Rall values are not reported since they

coincide with R1, being the intensities of almost all unique reflections >2sI.
cGOF = [S [w(Fo

2 � Fc
2)2]/(n � p)]0.5, where n is the number of reflections and p is the total number of parameters refined.

dBASF is the relative batch scale factor for non-family reflections. Such reflections are multiplied by this factor, as well as by the overall scale
factor. Note that BASF is relative to F2, while the overall scale factor is relative to F.
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In equation (2), kB is the Boltzmann constant, m0,
the permeability of free space, NA, Avogadro’s
number, M the molar mass and nFe/molecule the
number of Fe atoms per unit formula, both deduced
from EMPA. The dc mode was also used for hys-
teresis measurements up to 5 T. Magnets wound
from superconducting wire trap remnant fields (up
to a few mT) in their windings after being charged
to high magnetic fields. The remnant fields, which
do not have the same amplitude whether the applied
field was positive or negative, induce slight shifts
when the opening of the loop and the moments
measured are weak, as it is often the case here.
Moreover, once a persistent current is stored in the
magnet, the magnetic field continues to relax, so
that it is very difficult to quantify this effect.

[10] The ac mode was used to yield more accurate
estimates of the low-field magnetic susceptibility
peak position, and to study fast relaxation processes.
Given the sensitivity of the system to low magnetic
fields, dc viscosity measurements and ac measure-
ments were performed using dc/ac applied fields
≤0.5 mT. The sensitivity of the MPMS theoreti-
cally allows one to measure moments of the order
of 10�10 Am2, but this limit is lowered for very
small samples such as the millimeter size single
crystals or the small meteorite fragments. For
weakly magnetized samples, such as crystals along
their hard axis, the ac signal or the remanent
magnetization acquired in a low field were too
weak to be measured accurately. The single crys-
tals of cronstedtite have complex shapes (truncated
pyramids or prisms, with nearly hexagonal, trian-
gular or irregular shaped base), with variable
aspect ratios, precluding accurate determinations of
each demagnetizing factor N. The flattest sample,
in which the largest shape anisotropy effects are
expected, is Salsigne crystal 2. It has a rounded
triangular base, and the demagnetizing factors
for the field applied parallel or perpendicular to the
c-axis were estimated by approximating the crystal
shape by a cylinder, and using, for N, the magne-
tometric factors (suitable for SQUID measure-
ments) calculated by Chen et al. [2006] and the
relation linking the intrinsic volume magnetic sus-
ceptibility ci to the measured one (cmes): 1/ci =
1/cmes � N. By taking two extreme cases - cir-
cumcircle and incircle cylinders - the maximum
correction to be applied to the magnetic suscepti-
bility along the c-axis is +1% (N ≈ 0.2), and per-
pendicular to this axis, it is about +6% (N ≈ 0.6).
Using a MPMS, the uncertainty on the value of the
measured field is of the order of 5% at low field, so
that the demagnetizing field can be considered as

small. When high fields are applied, the demagne-
tizing field is small with respect to the applied field.

4. Results

4.1. Characterization and Magnetic
Properties of Terrestrial Cronstedtite

4.1.1. Chemical Composition

[11] The mean chemical composition of the cron-
stedtite samples is given in Table 1. Kisbanya and
Salsigne mines samples are the closest to end-
member cronstedtite, as they contain consistently
≤0.1 wt% impurities (oxides wt%). On the contrary,
Przibram mine samples contain ≈6.5%, consisting
of ≈5.2% MgO and ≈1.3% MnO. Calcium and
aluminum were detected in some samples, but were
not concentrated enough to be taken into account.
Structural formulae for sites means, deduced from
Table 1 are the following:

Salsigne meanð Þ: Fe2þ2:19Fe3þ0:81
� �

Si1:20Fe
3þ
0:81

� �
O5 OHð Þ4

Przibram meanð Þ:
Fe2þ1:77Mg0:49Mn2þ0:08Fe3þ0:66
� �

Si1:34Fe
3þ
0:66

� �
O5 OHð Þ4

Kisbanya meanð Þ: Fe2þ2:25Fe3þ0:74
� �

Si1:26Fe
3þ
0:74

� �
O5 OHð Þ4

4.1.2. Crystal Structures

[12] All the crystals studied by SCXRD belong to
the 1T polytype (Table 2). The residuals obtained in
structure refinements (3.90% to 5.13%) are partic-
ularly good despite the large sizes of the crystals
(maximum dimensions about 1.5 mm), which
should make them non-ideal material for this kind of
analysis. Although one of them (Przibram crystal 2)
appeared to be fractured, all crystals possess a well-
defined c-axis. This allowed us to measure their
magnetic properties with a field applied parallel or
perpendicular to c. The 1T polytype, encountered
in all the samples of this study, is the most common
polytype in cronstedtite samples [Bailey, 1969]. In
particular, Hybler et al. [2000] found this polytype
to be predominant in samples from the Kisbanya
mine. In Przibram mine, 2H2 polytypes were found
to be predominant by Hybler et al. [2002], although
the authors noticed polytypism within samples from
this site. Concerning Salsigne, this is the first poly-
type determination.

[13] The degree of disorder is generally low, and
the refined Batch Scale Factors (BASF, Table 2)
only show relatively small differences among the
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samples. However, both BASF values and the
amount of diffuse streaks along the non-family
lattice rows, as detected by the precession images,
tend to suggest that Przibram crystals are slightly
more disordered than the others, which show more
spotty patterns (Figure 1). Przibram crystals show
similar degrees of disorder concerning the sequence
of layers in the structure (similar BASF values and
diffuse streaking), but it must be pointed out that
Przibram crystal 2 is fractured and constituted by
two main individuals sharing c* and misaligned of
ca. 2� in the ab plane.

4.1.3. Magnetic Properties

[14] A narrow peak is observed at low T in the ZFC
susceptibility curves (Figure 2). Such a peak is a
common feature of Fe-rich silicates, and in partic-
ular sheet silicates [Coey et al., 1989, 1981, 1982;
Rancourt et al., 1994] regardless of the type of
ordering [Ballet et al., 1985]. The peak temperature
is consistently <8.5 K in dc curves (Figure 2a).
Literature data on Fe-rich serpentines indicate a
well defined and broad peak at ≈9 K in berthierine,
and a narrow peak at ≈17 K in greenalite [Coey
et al., 1981, Figure 4]. Two previous studies on
cronstedtite report poorly defined peaks at T < 10 K
[Coey et al., 1981, Figure 4] (no peak is actually
visible) and T ≈ 20 K [Coey et al., 1989] (no fig-
ure). We have no definite explanation for these

discrepancies (sample heterogeneity for instance)
but the measurements we made on a series of well-
characterized crystals gave consistent results. The
shape of the curves and the susceptibility values are
markedly different whether the field is applied
parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis, denoting a
strong magnetic anisotropy (Figure 2b). Shape
anisotropy should only make a small contribution,
as deduced from worst case estimates of the
demagnetizing factors (Methods). Crystal-field and
spin-orbit coupling yield a strongly anisotropic
ground state of Fe2+ in octahedral sites. In cron-
stedtite as in other phyllosilicates, the octahedra is
flattened along the c direction [Hybler et al., 2000,
2002]. This yields an effectively trigonal point
symmetry around ferrous iron and provides for hard
c-axis anisotropy in sheet silicates containing fer-
rous iron [Ballet et al., 1985]. Peak temperatures
obtained with the field applied parallel or per-
pendicular to c are, however, equivalent �0.2 K
(Figure 2b and Table 3).

[15] A progressive opening of the hysteresis loops
is observed as T is lowered below ≈10 K. As shown
in Figure 3, there is no hysteresis at 200 K. At 3 K,
the lowest T used in this experiment, the opening is
maximal, with highest coercive force (HC) and
remanence values (Mr) of ≈17 mT and 2 Am2/kg,
respectively. The decrease of Mr with T is abrupt:
over 99% is lost between 3 K and 9 K when the

Figure 2. dc magnetic susceptibility measurements. (a) c versus temperature ZFC curves (applied field: 10 mT) of a
powder, and crystals of cronstedtite (H perpendicular to the c-axis). Inset shows 1/c data for Kisbanya powder; data
corrected from a temperature independent term c0, and their fit to a straight line (dashed line) between 150 and 300 K
are indicated by the arrow. (b) (top) Data from Salsigne crystal 2, obtained with the field applied along the c-axis, and
perpendicular to the c-axis (applied field: 10 mT). (bottom) Zoom at low T. (c) ZFC-FC curves obtained for Salsigne
crystal 1 (H perpendicular to c), with two different values of the applied field (20 and 100 mT). Below the maximum,
the two curves split, and the FC curves (indicated by arrows) exhibit a plateau shape. Similar observations were made
with H applied along c.
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Figure 3. Hysteresis loops of (a) Salsigne crystal 2, with H perpendicular to the c-axis, at variable temperatures and
of (b) Kisbanya powder and crystal 1, 2 orientations (T = 4.2 K).

Table 3. Magnetic Properties of Cronstedtite Crystals and Powders

Samples

Susceptibility Measurementsa
Hysteresis Measurementsf

(T = 4.2 K)

Tp dc
b (K) cpeakb c(2 K)b c(RT)b Tp ac, K M(5 T) Mr Hc

Crystals
Salsigne mine
Crystal 1
H // c 7.5 (�0.5) 1.3 0.8 0.1 38.18 0.18 8.5
H ? c 7.75 (�0.5) 20.5 9.0 0.1 7.75 (�0.5)c 106.98 0.52 3.6
Crystal 2
H // c 7.25 (�0.2) 0.5 0.5 0.1 19.60 0.06 13.6
H ? c 7.4 (�0.2) 23.2 12.0d 0.1 7.75 (�0.2) 108.58 0.7 5.8

Kisbanya mine
Crystal 1
H // c 7.25 (�0.2) 0.9 0.6 0.1 27.24 0.09 11.0
H ? c 7.4 (�0.2) 22.7 9.6 0.2 7.75 (�0.5) 110.92 0.52 3.3

Przibram mine
Crystal 1
H // c 6.75 (�0.3) 0.7 0.6 0.1 19.90 0.04 4.4
H ? c 6.75 (�0.3) 26.2 11.0 0.2 7 (�0.2) 94.23 0.20 0.8
Crystal 2
H // c 6.6 (�0.1) 3.2 1.4 0.1 15.49 0.03 6.9
H ? c 6.7 (�0.1) 23.6 9.7 0.2 6.9 (�0.1) 96.56 0.20 1.6

Powders
Salsigne mine 7.9 (�0.2) 6.3 5.1 0.2 8.8 (�0.1) 61.38 0.42 7.1
Kisbanya minee 7.8 (�0.2) 8.8 3.8 0.1 8.1 (�0.2) 64.86 0.78 12.5
Przibram mine 7.5 (�0.1) 6.7 2.6 0.1 7.8 (�0.1) 58.06 0.61 9.0

aSusceptibility: c: in 10�5 m3/kg; peak: at Tp: peak temperature. ac measurements: frequency: 10 Hz except as indicated.
bdc measurements obtained using an induction of 10 mT except Salsigne crystal 1: 20 mT.
cFrequency: 30 Hz.
dT = 2.5 K.
eSusceptibility and hysteresis results were obtained from two different powder samples.
fHysteresis: M: magnetization at 5 T, Am2/kg; Mr: remanence, same unit; Hc: coercive force, mT.
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field is applied parallel to the c-axis, and 90% in the
perpendicular case (Figure 3a). As a result of the
strong magnetic anisotropy, the hysteresis loops
obtained for the two orientations are markedly dif-
ferent, the curve obtained on a powder lying in-
between (Figure 3b). In a powder sample from
Przibram mine, measurements at 4.2 K along two
perpendicular directions yielded differences of
about 4% in M(5 T), and identical normalized
loops, suggesting minor orientation effects. Results
from high field measurements of terrestrial cron-
stedtite are reported in Table 3. Remanence in
cronstedtite is unstable, and the slow decay of the
thermoremanent magnetization with time (Figure 4)
does not follow the exponential law predicted by
Néel for the blocking of non-interacting single
domain particles [Néel, 1949]. Instead, the relaxa-
tion can be fit to a stretched exponential (Figure 4).
Such a behavior is frequently observed in spin

glasses [Fiorani, 1992]. Relaxation processes are
also demonstrated by the irreversibility of dc c
variations with T (Figure 2c). The splitting between
ZFC and FC curves occurs just below the temper-
ature of the maximum of ZFC, and the FC curve of
single crystals has a plateau shape upon cooling.
An increase of the applied magnetic field results in
lowering the splitting temperature. These features
are typical of glassy magnetic materials [Mydosh,
1993] and differ from the behavior of superpara-
magnets [Bedanta and Kleemann, 2009]. At high
temperatures (150–300 K), once a temperature
independent term c0 is substracted from the raw
data, 1/(c � c0) data fit to a straight line and follow
a Curie-Weiss dependence (equation (1)). The
temperature independent term is mostly due to core,
sample holder and SQUID magnetometer back-
ground contributions. Coey et al. [1989] reported a
significant electrical conductivity in cronstedtite.
Thus, a paramagnetic Pauli susceptibility term due
to delocalized electrons (see Ashcroft and Mermin
[1976] for more details) might also contribute to
c0. The effective moment meff of powders, calcu-
lated using a fit to equations (1) and (2), is slightly
lower than the spin-only ionic value g.{x.5/2.(5/2 +
1) + (1 � x).4/2.(4/2 + 1)}1/2 ≈ 5.4 mB, with g ≈ 2,
the Lande factor and x, the proportion of ferric iron
deduced from EMPA (meff = 4.4, 4.5 and 3.9 mB for
Kisbanya, Salsigne and Przibram powders, respec-
tively). We find, therefore, no evidence for macro-
spins, which would be observed in an assembly of
ferromagnetic s.l. or antiferromagnetic nano-
particles, whether they interact, or not (see the
review of Bedanta and Kleemann [2009]). The
Curie-Weiss temperature is always lesser than 7 K
and positive, suggesting weak and predominantly
ferromagnetic interactions.

[16] The frequency dependence of ac susceptibility
is illustrated in Figure 5a for Salsigne crystal 2. The
position of the peak temperature varies with the
frequency, and the imaginary part of the ac sus-
ceptibility completely vanishes above the maxi-
mum. Figure 5b illustrates, as does Figure 2c, the
extreme sensitivity of the system to even small
applied fields, which is a feature of spin glasses
[e.g., Mattsson et al., 1995]. Looking at the var-
iations of the ac peak position among samples,

Figure 4. Thermoremanent magnetization of Kisbanya
crystal 1 (H perpendicular to c, T = 4 K) acquired by cool-
ing fromRT to T = 4 K in a 0.5 mT applied field, measured
after a waiting time of 1200 s (field on), and normalized to
the initial remanence (M0 = 4.5� 10�3 Am2/kg), versus t.
Analogous although much noisier results were obtained
with H applied along c. Inset shows logarithm of M(t)/
M0 plotted versus t0.2, showing the stretched exponential
nature of the curve: M(t)/M0 ∝ exp[�const*t0.2] (fit:
thick curve). The fitted exponent is in good agreement
with values obtained in spin glasses [Binder and Young,
1986].

Figure 5. ac magnetic susceptibility measurements of crystals, H perpendicular to c. (a and b) (top) In phase and
(bottom) out of phase components of cac as a function of temperature, for different frequencies (Figure 5a, Salsigne
crystal 2) and for different applied dc fields (Figure 5b, Salsigne crystal 1, 30 Hz frequency of the ac field). The inset
in Figure 5a shows the fit of the ln(w) versus the inverse of c′ peak temperature data to an Arrhenius law: despite the
goodness of the fit, it yields an unphysical value of t0 = 10�43 s. (c) Comparison of the variations of ac susceptibility
versus temperature for the 5 crystals studied. Note that the data were obtained using a 10 Hz frequency for all crystals
but Salsigne, crystal 1 (30 Hz).
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which is better defined than the dc peak position,
variations are minor when considering two crys-
tals from the same mine, but significant among
powders and crystals of the same mine, the for-
mer tending to have higher peak temperature
values, by a maximum of ≈0.8 K (Table 3). Also,
whereas the peak temperatures are nearly identical
for Salsigne and Kisbanya samples, lower peak
temperature values were obtained for samples
from the Przibram mine (Table 3 and Figure 5c).
These results suggest the interplay of grain size
and crystal-chemistry on the position of the sus-
ceptibility peak.

4.2. Magnetic Properties of Chondrites

4.2.1. Orgueil, a CI Chondrite

[17] The magnetic properties of CM2 chondrites are
best understood by comparison with the properties
of Orgueil, a CI chondrite (Figure 6a). The Verwey
transition of magnetite is well expressed in the dc
susceptibility curves, although the corresponding
temperature Tv is lower than 120 K, as previously

noticed [Thorpe et al., 2002]. This result confirms
the predominance of magnetite in the room tem-
perature (RT) magnetic signal of Orgueil [Rochette
et al., 2008]. Below 10 K, the susceptibility
increases as the temperature decreases down to 2 K,
suggesting the predominance of a paramagnetic
component at low temperature, likely due to phases
containing magnetically diluted Fe, or Ni. The
signature of Fe-rich serpentines is not identified,
suggesting that if any, they do not predominate the
phyllosilicate assemblage. This is in agreement
with mineralogical studies of Orgueil, suggesting
the predominance of Fe-bearing Mg-serpentine and
especially, Fe-bearing saponite-serpentine phases
[Tomeoka and Buseck, 1988; Bland et al., 2004].

4.2.2. Murray, a CM2 Chondrite

[18] In contrast to Orgueil, the dc susceptibility of
the Murray chondrite (Figure 6b) presents a peak at
≈7 K, which can be attributed to Fe-rich phyllosi-
licates, mostly serpentines (see Introduction). The
Verwey transition of stoichiometric magnetite, at
T ≈ 120 K, is visible in Murray, but the corresponding

Figure 6. Evolution of the dc magnetic susceptibility (ZFC, 10 mT dc field) with temperature for the (a) Orgueil,
(b) Murray, (c) Cold Bokkeveld, (d) Mighei, (e) Murchison, and (f) Nogoya chondrites. Results for two fragments
are shown for each meteorite. Insets show zooms at low temperature.
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susceptibility jump is fairly small in comparison
with Orgueil, due to the much lower content of
magnetite [Hyman and Rowe, 1986]. We observe
differences between the 2 fragments (Figure 6b),
reflecting mineralogical differences and/or sample
heterogeneities. However, the average RT suscep-
tibility values we find here for Orgueil and Murray
(average of the 2 fragments) are only 0.6% and
1.4% different, respectively, from the values
obtained by Rochette et al. [2008] on large frag-
ments (m > 100 g). The positions of the low-T peaks
(within a �0.5 K interval for the 2 fragments) are
within the range of observations for cronstedtite in
the same experimental conditions.

[19] The global shape of the normalized hysteresis
loop obtained on the Murray chondrite at 4.2 K is
comparable to that of powder cronstedtite samples
(Figure 7a). The value of M(5 T) for Murray is
lower than that of cronstedtite, which can be
explained at first order by the dilution of Fe-rich
serpentines by other, non-magnetic phases in Mur-
ray. Decreasing the temperature from 100 K to 5 K
results in a progressive opening of the hysteresis
cycle, with increasing Mr (Figure 7b), consistent
with cronstedtite’s behavior. The Verwey transition
is expressed by a slight decrease of Mr with T,
whereas is it not visible in the M(5 T) variations,
as observed in magnetite [Özdemir and Dunlop,
1999]. Therefore, the low-T magnetic signature of

Murray chondrite reflects that of magnetite, which
predominates above 120 K, and Fe-serpentine
close the Fe end-member cronstedtite, which pre-
dominates at lower temperatures.

4.2.3. Other CM2 Chondrites

[20] The comparison of the dc susceptibility curves
of a series of five CM2 chondrites is shown in
Figure 6. The Verwey transition of magnetite is
always observed but it occurs at variable tempera-
tures (Table 4). Changes in susceptibility across
the transition are always moderate. An additional,
broad feature is also observed in one of the Cold
Bokkeveld fragments, peaking around 75 K.
Molecular oxygen exhibits a series of phase and
magnetic transitions between 70 K and 30 K, which
might be a concern, especially when measuring low
magnetic moments (moments of the order of 10�7

Am2 at 70 K in this case). We checked, however,
by repeated measurements of this sample and a
paramagnetic reference, that it was not a measure-
ment artifact. All curves show evidence for low-T
susceptibility peaks attributed to Fe-serpentines,
which are abundant in all of them (e.g., Browning
et al. [1996]) with, however, markedly different
features and positions (Figures 6b–6f and Table 4),
best seen on the ac susceptibility curves (Figure 8).
Murchison presents a broad feature that appears to

Figure 7. (a) Normalized hysteresis loop of the Murray chondrite measured at T = 4.2 K, compared with cronstedtite
powders: (top) entire loops and (bottom) zoom. (b) Evolution of (top) M(5 T) (normalized to the maximum) and of
(bottom) Mr (normalized to the maximum) with T in Murray, compared with results from powder cronstedtite.
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be due to a secondary lower temperature (≈5 K)
peak visible on ac curves. The hysteresis loops of
the series of CM2 studied (the 2 fragments of a
meteorite yield nearly identical results) at 4.2 K,
normalized to M(5 T) show very similar features
(Figure 9). Cold Bokkeveld has a maximum open-
ing, likely related to the supplementary phase
identified. In addition, although the variation of M
(5 T) with temperature is comparable to that of
Murray, the decrease of Mr with temperature is
smoother (Figure 9b).

5. Discussion

5.1. Spin-Glass Like Behavior in Cronstedtite

[21] A susceptibility peak is observed in cron-
stedtite single crystals near 7 K, which sharpens for
ac susceptibility, and a split between zero field
cooling and field cooling is seen below the maxi-
mum (Figures 2 and 5), suggesting a magnetic
freezing [Mydosh, 1993]. In addition, the peak
height of ac susceptibility increases and shifts to
lower temperatures with decreasing frequency
(Figure 5a). The frequency shift p per decade w, the
angular frequency, defined as p =DTp/[TpDlog(w)]
[afterMydosh, 1993] takes values between 0.02 and
0.03 for cronstedtite crystals and powders, similarly
to many spin-glasses. This shows a dependence

consistent with cooperative freezing rather than
blocking of superparamagnetic particles (≈0.3) or a
long-range order transition [Mydosh, 1993]. This is
consistent with neutron diffraction data showing
the lack of long-range ordering [Elmaleh et al.,

Table 4. Magnetic Properties of CM2 Chondrites

m (mg)

Susceptibility Measurementsa

Hysteresis
Measurementse

(T = 4.2 K)

Tp dc
b (K) Tv dc (K) cpeakb c(2 K)b c(RT)b Tp ac, K M(5 T) Mr Hc

Cold Bokkeveld
1 7.49 4.75 (�0.25) ≈114 K 2.1 2.2 0.9 6.5 (�0.25) 24.41 0.69 34.9
2 0.63 4.75 (�0.5) n.o. 2.0 2.0 0.8 n.d. 23.18 0.77 43.2

Mighei
1 5.41 5.75 (�0.25) ≈118 K 3.6 2.8 0.3 6.7 (�0.2) 30.22 0.24 7.3
2 1.53 5.5 (�0.25) n.o. 3.3 2.7 0.3 n.d. 29.12 0.20 7.0

Murchisonc

1 6.12 <6/6.5 (�0.5) ≈118 K 2.1 1.9 0.5 ≈4.5/7.5 (�0.25) 23.92 0.38 20.6
2 5.85 <6/6.5 (�0.5) ≈118 K 2.2 2.0 0.50 ≈4.5/7.4 (�0.2) 24.95 0.41 20.4

Murray
1 5.36 6.75 (�0.25) ≈120 K 3.0 2.1 0.6 7.5 (�0.25) 27.06 0.42 16.3
2 1.35 6.75 (�0.25) ≈120 K 3.0 2.2 0.7 7.4 (�0.2) 26.88 0.45 17.7

Nogoya
1 6.09 5.2 (�0.2) ≈113 K 2.9 2.7d 0.6 6.5 (�0.25) 25.40 0.24 8.8
2 3.55 5.5 (�0.25) ≈114 K 3.2 2.7 0.5 6.4 (�0.2) 26.94 0.27 9.0
aSusceptibility: c: in 10�5 m3/kg; peak: at Tp: peak temperature. ac measurements: frequency: 10 Hz; n.d.: signal too weak to be measured.
bdc measurements obtained using an induction of 10 mT. Tv: Verwey temperature, at which the derivative of the sample’s moment with respect to

T is at a maximum. (n.o.: not observed, signal noisy).
cMurchison’s Tp values: the first figure stands for the secondary peak.
dT = 2.5 K.
eHysteresis: M: magnetization at 5 T, Am2/kg; Mr: remanence, same unit; Hc: coercive force, mT.

Figure 8. Low temperature ac susceptibility of the
5 CM2 chondrites. The rectangle corresponds to the range
of variation of the peak temperature measured in the same
conditions in the reference cronstedtite samples.
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2010; A. Elmaleh et al., manuscript in preparation,
2012]. The magnetic behavior at T ≫ Tp yields no
evidence for a giant effective moment. This further
suggests that Tp does not correspond to the block-
ing temperature of non-interacting fine particles.
This is confirmed by the variation of the peak
temperature of ac susceptibility with the frequency.
Indeed, the fit of these data to an Arrhenius law of
the form: t/t0 = exp(Ea/kB*T) (t = 1/w, Ea: acti-
vation energy) yields unphysical values of the
relaxation time t0 (from 10�20 s down to 10�43 s).
Thus the magnetic behavior cannot be attributed to
nano-oxides formed by weathering or present as
inclusions, as observed in some natural silicates
[Belley et al., 2009]. In addition, SCXRD shows
that all the analyzed crystals are monophasic. No
spurious diffraction spots or rings giving evidence
of the presence of other mono- or poly crystalline
materials are observed. Backscattered electrons
images (EMP) also showed homogeneous samples.
The properties measured would rather suggest a
spin-glass behavior in cronstedtite. Such a behavior
may occur in concentrated assemblies of individu-
ally responding magnetic nanoparticles, yielding a
transition from a superparamagnetic state to a dis-
ordered collective state (superspin-glass state), as
observed for instance in concentrated ferrofluids
made of maghemite nanoparticles dispersed in
water [Parker et al., 2008]. The absence of a giant
effective moment in this magnetically concentrated

system rather suggests that the observed behavior is
the result of the frustration of magnetic interactions
in the bulk material.

[22] At 4.2 K, in 5 T, the Brillouin functions (the
expression is given by Ashcroft and Mermin
[1976]) for S = 5/2 Fe3+ and S = 2 Fe2+ yield
magnetizations of ≈257 and 200 Am2/kg respec-
tively. Magnetization of non-interacting assemblies
containing between 38 and 43% of ferric iron
would lead to magnetizations of ≈220 Am2/kg. The
high field part of all magnetization curves falls well
below Brillouin curves (Table 3). Thus, there must
be strong antiferromagnetic interactions suppres-
sing the magnetization at low temperature. Previous
studies of phyllosilicates containing only ferrous or
ferric iron suggest that octahedral Fe3+ ions are
antiferromagnetically coupled and Fe2+ ions, fer-
romagnetically coupled, as reviewed by Ballet et al.
[1985]. In cronstedtite’s octahedral layer, 73 to
80% of the cations are ferrous ions, which ferro-
magnetic interactions would explain the slightly
positive Curie-Weiss temperature measured in
powders. The remaining ferric iron ions are dis-
tributed among the triangular array of cations.
Frustration among spins is expected to arise from
the competition between the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic bonds within each octahedral
layer, as suggested for 2:1:1 Fe-phyllosilicates by
Ballet et al. [1985]. Tetrahedral ferric iron might

Figure 9. (a) Normalized hysteresis loops of the 5 CM2 chondrites measured at T = 4.2 K: (top) entire loops and
(bottom) zoom. (b) Evolution of (top) M(5 T) (normalized to the maximum) and of (bottom) Mr (normalized to the
maximum) with T in the Cold Bokkeveld chondrite, compared with results from the Murray chondrite.
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further disrupt long-range magnetic ordering, since
there is no evidence for Si-Fe ordering in tetrahe-
dral layers [Hybler et al., 2000]. It is not easy to
evaluate separately the impact of octahedral and
tetrahedral Fe3+ on the magnetic properties of
cronstedtite, as charge balance imposes that they
are present in equal amounts. Further studies of
synthetic crystals with various sites occupancies by
Fe3+ would bring further insight into the mechan-
isms inducing the glassy behavior of cronstedtite.

5.2. Influence of Grain Size and
Composition on the Magnetic Signature
of Cronstedtite

[23] The position of Tp, taking all samples and
measurement positions, and for a given procedure,
encompasses a maximum range of the order of
1.5 K (≈21% variation of Tp) (Table 3). Powders
gave systematic differences (higher Tp) when
compared to their crystal counterparts. Samples
from Kisbanya and Salsigne have higher peak
temperatures than crystals from Przibram (Table 3),
as clear from the more precise ac data (Figure 5c).
Several parameters, often depending on one
another, might be involved here. The predominant
polytype can apparently be ruled out, because the
crystals studied were refined in the P31m space
group (1T polytype, Table 2). No independent
estimate of the redox state of iron is available. The
impact of this parameter cannot therefore be prop-
erly addressed. However, considering the estimates
made from EMPA on the assumption of the lack of
vacancies in the structure (Table 1), which has been
suggested by previous crystallographic studies of
1T-cronstedtite [Hybler et al., 2000], no systematic
variation of Tp is observed with that parameter. The
most obvious difference between Salsigne and
Kisbanya samples on the one hand, Przibram sam-
ples on the other hand, is the chemical composition.
The former have almost no impurity (Table 1)
whereas the latter have significant amount of sub-
stitution of Fe by Mg mostly, with only minor
amounts of Mn. This suggests a possible effect of
diamagnetic substitution of Fe on the magnetic
properties. In concentrated systems, diamagnetic
impurities can degenerate spin configurations and
increase frustration [Binder and Young, 1986]. At
the same time, although relatively small, there are
variations of the degree of disorder of the crystals.
Both BASF values (Table 2) and the diffuse streaks
along the non-family reflections rows (Figure 1)
suggest that Przibram crystals are slightly more
disordered than Salsigne and especially Kisbanya
crystals. Przibram crystal 2 is fractured and

therefore more disordered than crystal 1, as visible
from Figure 1, so that it is not straightforward to
draw conclusions on the effect of disorder. More
work is needed to ascertain the evolution of the
peak position with grain size, interactions, disorder
and crystal-chemistry, but the present results give a
first estimate of the range of variations of Tp, which
lower bound is well defined, and suggest possible
causes for its evolution.

[24] A prominent feature of the oriented crystals
studied is the strong magnetic anisotropy, with a
hard c-axis. High field measurements made on
Salsigne crystal 2 at different positions with the
magnetic field applied in the (001) plane yield
negligible differences in the magnetization values
(<5%). The strong magnetic anisotropy of cron-
stedtite has two consequences. First, since it is
highly enhanced at low temperature, it gives the
possibility to better evaluate the orientation of Fe-
rich serpentines in CM2 chondrites than at RT.
Second, the use of magnetization values for identi-
fication and quantification purposes would require
that this effect is properly taken into account.
Powders can help to solve this problem. However,
grain size and magnetostatic interactions between
the grains can modify magnetization values, espe-
cially hysteresis parameters, while low-field sus-
ceptibility is less affected [Carter-Stiglitz et al.,
2001]. Here we observe a systematic increase in
the opening of the hysteresis cycles in concentrated
powders. The whole data set suggests that, however,
only a small opening of the hysteresis cycle is
observed (Hc < 13 mT andMr < 1 Am2/kg) and that
the remanent magnetization almost entirely col-
lapses when the temperature is raised just above Tp
to ≈10 K, which is typical of a spin-glass. These
characteristics can be considered as index features
of the mineral.

5.3. Low-Temperature Magnetic
Mineralogy of CM2 Chondrites

[25] In the 5 meteorites studied, the Verwey transi-
tion of magnetite and a low temperature susceptibility
peak, which is not seen in the Orgueil CI chondrite
signal, have been identified (Figures 6 and 8). An
additional broad feature centered around 75 K was
observed in Cold Bokkeveld, which attribution is
not straightforward. To our knowledge, among the
major Fe and Ni bearing of CM2 chondrites, some
have not been characterized magnetically at low-T
(tochilinite), many others exhibit low-T c variations
that would be not compatible with any of the fea-
tures observed here (pentlandite [Knop et al., 1976];
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pyrrhotite [Rochette et al., 1990]; Fe-rich pyroxene
[Eeckhout et al., 2001]; Fe-rich olivine [Belley
et al., 2009]; Fe, Ni-alloys [Kohout et al., 2007]).
Kohout et al. [2007] observed a low-field suscepti-
bility peak at ≈70 K in ordinary chondrites, which
they attributed to a transition of troïlite (FeS) toward
a weak antiferromagnetic state at low temperatures.
Gattacceca et al. [2011] suggested that it was rather
the signature of chromite, which is also encountered
as an accessory phase in CM chondrites [Johnson
and Prinz, 1991; Lauretta et al., 2000]. The varia-
tion of Mr with T for chromite [Gattacceca et al.,
2011, Figure 2] would provide an explanation for
the smooth decrease observed here (Figure 9b).
Whatever the nature of this phase, it is likely to
contribute to the susceptibility decrease observed
in Cold Bokkeveld fragments at T > Tv. As a con-
sequence, estimates of the amount of magnetite
in this meteorite using its RT susceptibility can
be questioned. On the contrary, the signature of
magnetite would predominate the RT signal of the
other CM2 and CI studied, as previously suggested
[Hyman and Rowe, 1986; Thorpe et al., 2002;
Rochette et al., 2008]. The width of the anomaly
associated with the Verwey transition is larger than
15 K. Variations in stress affect the temperature
of the Verwey transition, and stress fields around
dislocations may result in large transition widths
[Muxworthy and McClelland, 2000]. The large
transition width may also indicate variations in
composition. The position of the transition varies
from ≈120 K to 113–114 K among the CM2 chon-
drites (Table 4). Tv can be lowered either by reduc-
ing the particle size [Prozorov et al., 2007], by
substitution of Fe by a diamagnetic or an alternative
paramagnetic ion, or by oxidation. A 5–10 K drop
in Tv would correspond to the oxidation of about 2–
4 ‰ Fe [Ka̧kol and Honig, 1989] or to the substi-
tution of 0.4–0.8% Fe by Ni [Brabers et al., 1998].
Palmer and Lauretta [2011] observed magnetite
grains with less than 1.5% substitution of Fe by Ni,
compatible with Tv, as well as Ni richer iron oxides
with a lower Fe3+ content in Murchison, Murray and
Cold Bokkeveld. In their study, no iron oxides were
observed in Nogoya. The present results suggest
that in average, the signature of nearly stoichio-
metric magnetite predominates the signal of Mighei,
Murchison, Murray and Nogoya at RT, and illus-
trates the complementarity between the magnetic
approach and discrete analyses. Using the expres-
sion of Rochette et al. [2008] linking c at RT
to the mass magnetite content we find 0.57% �
0.23, 0.93% � 0.12, 1.32% � 0.41 and 1.07% �
0.48 magnetite, respectively (average, 2s) in good
agreement with previous estimates from magnetic

measurements [Hyman and Rowe, 1986] and by
XRD of Murchison [Bland et al., 2004]. The values
obtained by Howard et al. [2009] (XRD) are sys-
tematically higher, but the two sets of data are
compatible within error. Our estimates are made on
small fragments of heterogeneous brecciated chon-
drites [Rubin et al., 2007]. Thus, larger fragments
would be more representative of the whole meteor-
ite [Rochette et al., 2008].

[26] At T < Tv the magnetic susceptibility of
Mighei, Murchison, Murray and Nogoya appears to
be mostly composed of that of Fe-rich serpentines
and magnetite, which can be considered as nearly
steady below about 100 K to a first approximation
[Muxworthy, 1999; Prozorov et al., 2007]. In the
Murray chondrite, the position of the low-T peak is
close to that of cronstedtite. If we consider that the
contribution of magnetite at 2 K is equal to the
magnetic susceptibility at 100 K, the contribution
of Fe-serpentines would be about 1.7 � 10�5 m3/kg
by difference, using the fact that low-field sus-
ceptibilities of phases in a mixture are, to first order,
additives [e.g., Carter-Stiglitz et al., 2001]. Taking
≈50 wt% Fe-rich serpentines in Murray [Howard
et al., 2009] yields an intrinsic susceptibility c ≈
3.2 � 10�5 m3/kg at 2 K. This value is within the
interval measured in cronstedtite, in particular in
powders (c ≈ 2.6 to 5.1 � 10�5 m3/kg). The con-
tribution of paramagnetic phases or the possible
contribution of tochilinite are difficult to evaluate,
but at present, it seems reasonable to assume that
Fe-rich serpentines close to cronstedtite are the
main minerals contributing to the magnetic sus-
ceptibility peak(s) observed in Murray below 7 K.
The frequency-sensitivity parameter p of ac data is
equal to ≈0.03, as in cronstedtite powders, which
supports this hypothesis. At RT, ccronstedtite ≈ 0.2 �
10�5 m3/kg, inducing an error of ≈15% on the
estimate of the magnetite content from RT c mea-
surements. In Mighei, Nogoya and Cold Bokke-
veld, Tp is out of the range of reference cronstedtite.
Also, low p values are found for these meteorites,
but whereas it is ≈0.03 in Mighei, it has higher
values in Nogoya (≈0.05) and Cold Bokkeveld
(≈0.07). It suggests that this peak is due to Fe-rich
phyllosilicates, most likely serpentines, with com-
position and possibly structures that differ from that
of the reference cronstedtite studied. Murchison is
characterized by a peak, which position is close to
that of Murray and with a p value ≈0.03, as well as
by a secondary one at lower temperature. A fuller
understanding of the role of crystallinity and grain
size would be important here, to separate these
effects from compositional effects. At present, our
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results on reference cronstedtite suggest that Tp
increases as the grain size is reduced. Therefore,
even though grain size might play a role in the
evolution of Tp among chondrites, the fact that we
observe lower peak temperatures for most CM2
chondrites with respect to reference cronstedtite
suggests a compositonal effect rather than a grain
size effect.

5.4. Evolution of the Low-T Magnetic
Signature of CM2 Chondrites With Their
Degree of Alteration

[27] Several alteration scales have been proposed
for CM2 chondrites [Browning et al., 1996;
McSween, 1979; Rubin et al., 2007]. They take into
account the amount of Fe in serpentines. The
alteration scale of Rubin et al. [2007] is based on
several other parameters including the Mg content
of Ca-carbonates. Thus, it is interesting to start by
comparing our results to that composite alteration
scale (Figure 10a). Despite some discrepancies, an
overall correlation is observed: Tp increases with
the petrologic type, which is inversely correlated to
the degree of alteration. In Rubin et al. [2007] as
well as in most other alteration studies, Murray and
Cold Bokkeveld, which have the most contrasted
Tp values, are considered to have recorded two
extreme degrees of alteration. An important conse-
quence is that measuring the low-T magnetic
properties of CM2 chondrites appears as a method
to evaluate their degree of alteration. Since it is
possible to measure mm size fragments, the het-
erogeneity of a meteorite can be evaluated at the
mm scale. This has proven useful in the case of the
Paris chondrite, a newly discovered CM chondrite

[Zanda et al., 2010], showing differences in the low-
Tmagnetic properties of clasts with different degrees
of alteration [Elmaleh et al., 2011]. The double low-T
peak in the Murchison chondrite suggests a lower-
scale heterogeneity and the coexistence of two
populations of Fe-serpentines. It might correspond to
populations of serpentines having different sizes and
morphologies, as observed by TEM in CM2 chon-
drites [Lauretta et al., 2000] and/or to a fine scale
chemical heterogeneity.

[28] Two major difficulties reside in the comparison
between the magnetic signature of Fe-rich serpen-
tines and mineralogical data: the dispersion of the
compositions measured [Zolensky et al., 1993] and
the scarcity of high resolution data (TEM-EDS).
The resolution of TEM analyses is, however,
required in order to determine the serpentines’
mineralogy rather than averages over an unknown
number of given compositions. Most studies are
based on EMPA. They generally agree on the fact
that the phyllosilicates or the phyllosilicate-rich
assemblages are decreasingly Fe-rich and con-
versely, Mg-richer, with the degree of alteration
[McSween, 1979; Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985;
Browning et al., 1996; Palmer and Lauretta, 2011].
Figures 10b and 10c show the comparison between
the evolution of Tp among CM2 chondrites, the
FeO/SiO2 ratio of PCP [Rubin et al., 2007] (no data
are given on Mighei), and the Mineralogical Alter-
ation Index [Browning et al., 1996]. The latter
measures the Fe3+ content of serpentines in the fine-
grained matrix and, therefore, evaluates the prox-
imity to the Fe end-member cronstedtite, where Fe3+

substitutes Si. In both cases, the good agreement
suggests a link between Fe incorporation in Fe-

Figure 10. Evolution of the temperature of the dc peak susceptibility temperature of CM2 chondrites with (a) the
petrologic type, related to the degree of alteration [Rubin, 2007; Rubin et al., 2007]; (b) the relative content of iron
and silicon, in oxide wt%, in PCP [Rubin et al., 2007] (no data are available for the Mighei chondrite, for which peak
temperature within error is indicated by a gray band); and (c) the degree of alteration according to the Mineralogical
Alteration Index (MAI) [Browning et al., 1996]. The interval representing data from reference samples of cronstedtite
is indicated by a rectangle.
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serpentines and the position of the susceptibility
peak. Based on TEM-EDS data from Cold Bokke-
veld chondrite and previous unpublished data, Zega
and Buseck [2003] concluded that the Mg content
of Fe-rich serpentines in this meteorite is higher than
in Murchison chondrite. Variations of Tp might
therefore reflect the Fe/(Fe + Mg) content of the
predominant Fe-rich serpentines, and not only the
mixing of Fe-rich and Mg-rich serpentines in various
proportions. We observed a high anti-correlation
between the PCP MgO wt% from Rubin et al.
[2007] and Tp (R2 = 0.99, not shown here)
whereas Al2O3 wt% and Tp are not so strongly anti-
correlated (R2 = 0.57). Rubin et al. [2007] outlined
the influence of sulfide phases, most likely tochili-
nite, in the value of the FeO/SiO2 ratio. A simplistic
correction was applied by subtracting the contribu-
tion of a mono-sulfide phase. The correlation
between the corrected data and Tp is shown on
Figure 11. Data from cronstedtite crystals (compo-
sitional data are from EMPA on each crystal) and
powders (mine means) are also shown. The corre-
lation observed (R2 = 0.90) strongly supports the
influence of chemistry on Tp values. In the Cold
Bokkeveld chondrite, the magnetic susceptibility
increases at T < Tp (Figure 6), suggesting the pre-
dominance of a paramagnetic phase at 2 K. This
observation is in good agreement withHoward et al.
[2009] who showed that Mg-rich serpentines (which
always contain magnetically diluted Fe impurities)
predominate over Fe-rich serpentines in this mete-
orite, in contrast with the other four. The influence
of the substitution of Si or Fe by Al, observed in

various CM2 chondrites [Zolensky et al., 1993],
the role of crystallinity and grain size (evaluated
using well-sorted cronstedtite powders), and of the
presence of tochilinite on the low-T magnetic sig-
nature of chondrites now need to be fully addres-
sed, in order to better understand the parameters
influencing its evolution with the degree of
alteration.

6. Conclusions

[29] Two major conclusions can be drawn from this
study of the magnetic properties of the Fe-rich
serpentine cronstedtite and of CM2 chondrites.
First, the relaxation behavior of pure or Mg-
substituted cronstedtite, characterized by SCXRD
and EMPA, suggests that the mineral is character-
ized by a random-type short range magnetic order
at low-T giving rise to magnetic hysteresis below
≈10 K, a sharp susceptibility peak at ≈7 K as well
as fast and slow relaxation processes below the
peak temperature. This glassy behavior is attributed
to conflicting ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
interactions within octahedral layers, with a possi-
ble role of the random distribution of ferric iron in
tetrahedral layers. Even though further work is
needed to fully understand the dynamic of this
system and its evolution with substitutions, grain
size and the interactions between the grains in a
powder, the present study clarifies the nature of
the magnetic order, and provides an attempt to
identify the low-T signature of the mineral and its

Figure 11. Evolution of Tp measured for the 5 CM2 chondrites and for reference cronstedtite samples, with the FeO/
SiO2 wt% measured (EMPA, this study) or the FeO/SiO2 ratio of PCP determined by Rubin et al. [2007] corrected for
mono-sulfides using the corresponding S wt% analyses [Rubin et al., 2007].
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variations, which can be used as a reference for
studying rock samples. Second, the usefulness of
rock magnetic techniques to the investigation of Fe-
rich serpentines mineralogy is illustrated by the
results obtained on a series of CM2 chondrites. The
signature of Fe-serpentines, as well as its evolution
with the degree of alteration of the chondrites, are
identified, with variations of ≈30% in the position
of the magnetic susceptibility peak. Low-T rock
magnetic techniques can, therefore, provide a quick
method to sort the numerous meteorites falls, and
finds. Bulk magnetic methods are clearly blind to
any accessory Fe- or Ni- bearing phase, which
highlights the need for direct methods for studying
the whole Fe-rich alteration assemblage in meteor-
ites. However, they bring a complementary insight
by giving estimates of the bulk Fe-serpentines
mineralogy. Studies of terrestrial serpentinization
have shown that the incorporation of Fe in serpen-
tines depended on the conditions of the reaction
(temperature, water:rock ratio [Klein et al., 2009])
and on their duration [Marcaillou et al., 2011]. A
good understanding of hydrothermal alteration
processes on Earth and on asteroids relies, there-
fore, on a thorough characterization of the Fe-con-
tent of serpentines. Using EMPA and SCXRD of
single crystals of cronstedtite, we suggest that the
substitution of Fe by Mg in cronstedtite modifies
the magnetic signature. Increased substitution of Fe
by Mg in meteoritic cronstedtite with the degree of
alteration might therefore explain the evolution of
their low-T magnetic properties. Finally, the mag-
netic study of oriented cronstedtite crystals shows
the strong anisotropy of the mineral at low-T due to
Fe2+ single-ion anisotropy. The low-T magnetic
fabric of Fe-serpentine bearing chondrites may,
therefore, be a powerful tool for studying defor-
mation events caused by impact or compaction.
Indeed, a recent study [Lindgren et al., 2011] has
shown that CM2 chondrites may have encountered
several episodes of deformation during and after
aqueous alteration events.
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